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All Weapon sand items unlock conditions on Early Access Update 4:
Level 1 Survival :

AK47: The first time to complete the level
Bow: Kill 20 zombies

Holographic Weapon Sight: Eliminate the second wave of zombies
Grenade: Eliminate the fourth wave of zombies and a Boss zombie

Level 2 City Garden :
Knife: Kill 20 zombies

Sight: Headshot 20 zombies
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Colt Python: Eliminate the second wave of zombies

Level 3 Survival at Night:
Flashlight: the first time to complete the level

Kukri: Headshot 20 zombies
SPAS-12: Eliminate the second wave of zombies

Level 4 CDC:
Second Beretta 92: Headshot 20 zombies

Laser flashlight sight: Eliminate the fourth wave of zombies and a Boss zombie

※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※ ※

This is a real experience, the screen realistic, operating fever-level exciting, slightly terrorist elements VR shooting game.

Cataclysm virus spread rapidly throughout the city, the human survivors in order to protect the remaining resources. The
survivors were tenacious to resist the constantly attack from zombies outside the security house.

Zombie will show up in different directions in the same time, after a while the emergence of boss-level zombie will appear, you
can choose all kinds of weapons on the console, kill the all zombies before the they destroyed all destruction.

Zombie will make you very exciting when they are face you , but you are a human survivor, to eliminate zombie to save human
being. You can pick up the weapons in front of you, of course, you can change the weapons in any time, and some of the

weapons attack power is very strong, that means you must have a strong ability to control it, such as bow. All weapons are used
to simulate the manipulation of real weapons, such as bullets loaded, replace the magazine, archery and so on. Take shelter

protect you when you shooting.

Weapon Library
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We will continue to update, game scenes and storylines which are stick to the position, carrying a car to escape, attack ambush,
looking for survivors and other games are played, and will join the time war, endless warfare, weapons practice and so on. There
will be a variety of the most popular guns, grenade bombs, chemical and biological weapons. To give you the closest experience

of the real experience.
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Title: ZombieFight VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Beijing Elysium Interactive Technology Co.,Ltd.
Publisher:
Beijing Elysium Interactive Technology Co.,Ltd.
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: CPU: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Basically, the Viking Forefathers pack but done right.

So the big issue with these factions, as with the other "Raider" culture of the Viking Forefathers, is that you need to conquer too
many territories to really stay a "raiding" faction. It should probably be dropped down by 10 settlements on each level of victory
condition. They also don't have any unique audio and just get those same old "barbarian" lines that were used in both Rome 2
and Vanilla Attila.

But other than that, the Celts have a lot going for them compared to other "Barbarian" factions:
- The raider camp building chain is great for setting up beachhead territories then raiding lots of money for a few turns before
pressing onward and converting them to holds (just make sure to set up a food source before further expanding).
- 100% Guerrilla deployment is a huge advantage in terms of setting up every battle in the game. Their units are generally solid
already (especially the Picts who have really strong infantry at the cost of no mounted generals) and this allows you to both push
really aggressive attacks and to set up really strong on the defense without having to tire your men out getting to the top of a hill.
- The unique event chain gives you a customizable general for free that is generally really solid early on, but you should consult
the Ollam Ri guide first if you want to *pict* what bonus stat you really want.
- Their prestige buildings are very good in the late game.

So, all in all, one of the better faction packs to get. Might even be one of the few worth full price.. It's dead. Don't throw your
money away. its a good party game I will give it that much much like rocketsrocketsrockets there is nothing much you can do
but battle friends sadly I have no one to play but it gets a 10 for me on the amount of mods. got this in one of those item boxes
they mail to you,
easy to say it wasnt fun. needs more boobs 9/11
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Very good game, attractive. I'm so glad to find a game on computer who looks like Mario Kart.
But one bad point, we can't change the hotkeys.... Actually better than PUBG.. I'm unsure of why this game is getting such a bad
rep. I enjoyed it. The only major thing wrong with it is the later levels are repeats of eariler levels with more difficulty.. First
review ever, for this money I could have bought a better game...
The game is not what I expected, was hoping to get more of driving through the street and check the cars for problems (this only
happens on the few missions you get when unlocked and you don't even drive to the client position). The rest of the time you
work with a map overview were you just click on the appearing events to which you send your crew to help the people in need.

Before you buy the game look for some videos like "Let's play" to make sure about what you are buying and if it is what you are
looking for (should have done the same, I would not have bought this game).

PS.: English is not my native language so sorry for any grammatical errors, hope the review helps.. I'm really surprised this game
hasn't had more feedback. Its great! Very fun. Very good workout. The physics of throwing the glaive are not easy at first. It
actually takes timing and skill.

Once I finally got the hang of throwing it overhand, then underhand, it really makes a difference.

This is definitely the best under $5 VR game so far.. It's not quite as deep as I had hoped it would be when I voted for Greenlight,
but it's definitely a fun cheap play that will keep you entertained for a day or two.

Pros:
-Amusing for a casual game
-Cheap
-Fun topic

Cons:
-Poor instructions
-Once you learn the optimal way to win, zero incentive to play any other way... little replay value. Played this at GE2 in Seattle,
immediately fell in love with the concept. Bought the 4-pack to play with friends (it's a very good party game). Would 100% getting.
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